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Abstract:
According to Article 15 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), the right to
nationality and citizenship can be considered as a universal human right: ‘(1) everyone has
the right to nationality’ and ‘(2) no one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor
denied the right to change his nationality’. However, the qualifications of the bearer of
‘universal’ rights are unspecified. Equating nationality with citizenship has contributed to a
situation where people(s) have to fit the category of being a ‘national’ in order to obtain
citizenship. The question of access to national and international rights remains the
question of citizenship, and nationality law remains at the core of domestic jurisdiction and
state sovereignty. Thus, while the international human rights system and the international
community recognize the existence of a universal subject as the bearer of human rights,
this recognition is connected to particular concepts of citizenship, statehood, collective
identities, and belonging.
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According to Article 15 of the lJniversal Declaration of Human Rights ([JDHR), the right to
nationüty and citizenship can be considered as a universal human right:'(1) everyone has the
right to nationüty'and'(2) no one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor denied the
right to change his nationality'. However, the qualifications of the bearer of 'universal'rights
are unspecified. Equating nationality with citizenship has contributed to a situation where
people(s) have to fit the category of being a 'national' in order to obtain citizenship. The
question of access to national and international rights remains the question of citizenship, and
nationality law remains at the core of domestic jurisdiction and state sovereignty.Thus, while
the internationa] human rights system and the İnternatİonal communİty recognize the exİstence
ofa universal subject as the bearer ofhuman rights,this recognition is connected to particular
concepts of citizenship, statehood, collective identities, and belonging.
This chapter analyses the struggles over citizenship in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH)
following the General Framework Agreement for Peace (GFAP) in BiH (hereinafter 'the
Dayton Peace Agreement'), initialled in Dayton on 21 November 1995 and signed in Paris
on 14 December 1995.1 The Dayton Peace Agreement ended the 1992-5 war, which ensued
as part of the dissolution of the former Socialist Federal Republic ofYugoslavia (SFR!.As a
post-conflict society, the Bosnian case demonstrates the ambiguiry of the concept of citizenship both domestically and internationally.The definition of citizenship in BiH is rooted in the
Dayton Constitution, which emerged as part of the GFAPI broader architecture.2 However,
the Constitution creates a distinction betıveen two categories of citizens on the basis of their
ethnicity. This exceptional siruation is related to the broader political context in which the
peace negotiations took place. More specifically, this chapter refers,to the case, Sejdic and Finci
v. Bosnia-Herzegouina (hereinaftet'Sejdic and Finci'),3 decided in2009 o"y the Grand Chamber of
the European Court of Human Rights (ECIHR).It is the 6rst case in which the ECIHR applied
the general prohibition of discrimination in Protocol No.12 to the European Convention on
Human Rights (ECHR).
Bosnian citizenship struggles reveal that the relationship between citizenship and sovereignty
is not clear\ defined in international human rights law. As critical approaches to international
law have observed, citizenship as a political identiry relates to the relationship between cultural
differences and sovereignty doctrine.a Thus, this chapter positions citizenship within the debates
455
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over the universaliry ofthe subject as a bearer ofhunıan rights in internationa_l law and argues
that this subject is nrore likely to be qualified by his or her conınrunal afiliation. ln other words, sonıe
individuals quali§ı as universal subjects in the international conrnıuniry prinıarily as citizens of
states or as nıenıbers of a recognİzed sovereİgn state, whİle others see theİr existence linrited
as a result either of lack of citizenship (statelessness) or of conıpronrised citizenship (e.g. as a
consequence of discrinıİnatory laws and practİces enforced by the state). In the case of BiH, the
classic form of sovereignty has broken down,s which has resulted'in conıpromised citizenship
and capacity of individuals to obtain full recognition as rights-bearing and potitical subjects
(Arendt,1958).
This chapter consists of two broad sections. The first section provides an analysis of the
Sejtlic and Fiııri case.The contradictory aspect of the Dayton Constitution and its embeddedness
in ethnic principles, where the Bosnian subject beconıes prinıarily a local ethnic subject and not
a universal citizen.The franıework of analysis is linıited to Bosnia's recent history.The second
seclion briefly discusses the influence ofthe international conınıuniry in BiH and problenıs of
equaring the nation with ethniciry and territorialiry especially when.the definition of what constitutes a nation is a subject of debate.6The question of what it nıeans to be a citizen, at global,
regional, or local levels, relates to the legitimacy ofrule and the capaciry ofhunıan beings to act
as political subjects. Historically, the international conımuniry has perceived state legitinracy in
international law in connection with forms of rule and notions of who is capable of self-rule.
Thus,the formation of citizenship in BiH needs to be viewed in the broader historical context
where the international conınıunity generates doctrines and political strategies in spaces it views
as standing at the margins ol or outside, its borders.

Seidk ond Finci and the institutionaIization
of discrimination in BiH
The plaintiffs in Sejdk and Finci,Jacob Finci and Dervo Sejdic, areJewish and Ronra respectively,
and citizens of BiH. The applicants complained of their ineligibility to stand for election to
the Presidency and the House of Peoples of the Parlianıentary Assembly, as stipulated by the
Constitution of BiH and the corresponding provisions of the Election Act 2001, solely on
the ground of their ethnic origins.The Constitution and the provisions for internal governing
structures of BiH are part ofAnnex 4 of the Dayton Peace Agreenıent. BiH is divided into three
zones, in which one ofthe three constituent peoples has an bbsolute nıajority and other groups
are minorities. It is thus a federal/confederal state, which consists of two ethnically defined
entities: the nıono-national Serbian Republic or Republika Srpska (RS) and the bi-national
Federation of Bosnia-Herzegovina (FBIH).The district of Brcko in northeast Bosnia is a selfgoverning body owned by two entities, but placed under the direct sovereignry ofthe state of

Bosnia-Herzegovina.

The Se1dır an.d Finci decision provides an enrpirical window into some broader questions
about the status ofnrinority rights protection and the relationship between citizenship and sovereignty. It showed cleağ that BiH needed a constitutional refornı.When Mr. Finci infornred
the Central Election Conrnission of his intentions to stand for election to the Presidency and
the House of Peoples of the Parlianrentary Assenbly, he received written confirnıation from the
Central Election Conınrission that he was ineligible to stand for such elections because of his
Jewish origin. The Council of Europe has thus stressed the need for changes to the electoral
procedures, since they are in conflict with the ECHR. For the reforms to be successful, various
discrinrinatory elements would need to be abolished, in particular as they relate to the political
rights of different groups of the Bosnian population.
456
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The nıost striking characteristic of the Dayton Constitution is that it was ıleJacto adopted
during peace ne€iotiations.As such it is a part of an international treary. On the one hand, the
Bosnian Constitution enshrines denrocracy despite the lack of denıocratic participation at its
very origin.Article 1(2) states that Bosnia and Herzegovina shall be a denrocratic state, which shall
operate under the rule oflaw and with free and denrocratic elections.Article 11(1) states that
BiH and both Entities shall ensure the highest level ofİnternationally recognized hunıan rights
and fundamenta] freedonıs.The Constitution provides that certain rights and fundanıental freedoms shall have prioriry over all other law and that an anıendment may not affect these rights
adversely.The Parlianıent of BiH can anıend the Constitution.
The Preamble of the Constitution of BiH states that 'constituent peoples are the adopters of the Constitution of BiH, i.e. Bosniacs, Croats, and Serbs, as constituent peoples (along
with Others), and citizens of Bosnia and Herzegovina'.The Constitution does not define the
'others', but it also does not refer to an abstract citizen without ethnic identification. (Jnder

ArticleV the Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina

consists of three Menıbers: one Bosniac
and one Croat, each directly elected fronr the territory of the FBIH, and one Serb direcdy
elected fronr the territory of the RS. Similarly, Article IV.1 relating to the composition of
the second chanıber of parlianıent, the House of Peoples, indicates that 6ve Croats and five
Bosniacs are to be chosen as Delegates of the FBIH by the Bosnian and Croat Delegates to
the House of Peoples of the Federation, while the five Serbian Delegates of the RS are to be
chosen by the National Assenıbly of the Republic. Nine nıenıbers of the House of Peoples
shall conıprise a quorum, provided that at least three Bosniac, three Croat, and three Serb
Deleşçates are present. As stipulated in Article IV.3, all legislation shall require the approval
of both chanıbers. The Delegates and Members shall nıake their best efforts to see that the
majoriry includes at least one-third of the votes of Delegates or Menıbers from the territory
of each Entiry.
The Bosnian Constitution is based on the authority of the Dayton PeaceAgreenrent, as well as
the decisions ofthe Constitutional Court ofBiH. Inıportandy,the 2000 Constituent Peoples' Decision
oJthe BiH Constitutkınal Courl has redefined the principle ofconstituency ofpeoples in the sense
that now there are three constituent ethnic groups in the entire territory of BiH. Four partial
Decisions of 2000 related to specific provisions of the Constitutions of the Entities of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, which have been found to be in contravention of the 1995 Constitution ofBosnia
and Herzegovina.Thus the Constitutional Court derived fronr the constitution the normative
principle of nıulti-ethnicity challenging institutional segregation and national homogenization
within the State institutions. Further, it emphasized the principle of collective equaliry of constituent peoples and the equality ofthe collective ethnic repre§entation ofthe three constituent
peoples. And finally, the Constitutional Court stressed that the rule regarding the prohibition
of discrinrination included the prohibition of de jure discrinrination, the prohibition of ıle facto
discrinrination, and the prohibition of past de juıe discrinination (Banovic and Gavric,2011.,
pp.7-9).Because of persisting political obstacles to the inıplenrentation of the decision, it was
referred to the Office of the High Representative (OHR), which resulted in the 2002 Decisioı
Amencliııg tlıe Constitution of the Feıleration. oJ Bosnia anıl Herzegoviıa.8 The consequdni reorganization of all entity in§titutions also introduced nrandatory quotas of representation in all parts
of governıııent for all three constituent ethnic groups and for the 'Others' in both entities.
However, as has been noted above, the House of Peoples and the Parliamentary Assembly
(the second chanrber) and the Presidency are conıposed only ofpersons belonging to the three
constituent peoples. Furthernrore, the Constitutional Court could not make an impact at the
state level and the recognition of the political rights of'Others'could only be resolved through
the

ECIHR

as a supranational renıedy.
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In the Sğrlic and Fincidecision, the ECtI{R found that the applicants'continued ineligibility for
election to the Presidency of BiH, because they were not affiliated with a'constituent people'
as required by the Constitution, lacked an objective and reasonable justification and violated
Article 1 of Protocol No. 12 to the ECHR (para.50). It concluded that üscrimination on
the ground of ethnicity was prohibited, inter alia,by ECHR Article 149 in conjunction with
Artic]e 3 of Protocol No. 15.1ÖThe ruling of the ECIHR has not yet been implemented in
BiH, as more substantial efforts and political will are needed to reach a solution. The ECtFtrR
emphasized that where a difference in treatnıent is based on race or ethniciry, the notion of
objective and reasonablejustification must be interpreted as stricdy as possible, as no difference
in treatment which is based exclusivğ or to a decisive extent on a person's ethnic origin can
be objectively justified in a contemporary democratic society built on the principles of pluralism and respect for different cultures (para.44). Nevertheless, the ECIHR stated that Article 14
does not prohibit Contracting Parties from treating groups differently in order to correct'facfull
inequalities'beüween them. [n certain circumstances, a failure to attempt to correct inequality
through different treatment may, without an objective and reasonable justification, give rise to
a breach of thatArticle.
The Bosnian Constitution allocates protection to collective righs above individual rights.
It is a type of 'ethnic democracy', which only recognizes as democratic participants leaders of
the main ethno-nationalist parties (Mujkic,2007,p.116).The Dayton PeaceAgreement and the
Constitution thus arguably construct second-class citizens in BiH who are excluded from
the conrmuniry and is laws as equal participants. Since the current Constitution is part of a
peace treaty, it was drafted and adopted without the application ofprocedures which could have
provided democratic legitimacy. As the ECIHR ruling notes, it is a unique case, because it was
never of[cially published in the official languages ofthe country concerned but was agreed to
and published in English (para.6).
The ECIHR evaluated the discriminatory nature of the Bosnian Constitution in the context
of conflict and whether the preservation ofpeace in Bosnia served as a legitimate aim for differential treatment.The exclusion rule pursued'at least one aim which is broadly compatible with
the general objectives of the Convention... namely the restoration of peace'.The provisions
were designed to end brutal conflict marked by genocide and 'ethnic cleansing'. The ECIHR
thus correlated the nature ofthe conflict direcdy with the need to approve'constituent peoples'
and ensure peace.While it does not justify the exclusion of other communities in Bosnia's peace
process, it explains the 'preoccupation with effective equality beiween the 'constituent peoples'
in the post-conflict society' (para.45).
After the ECIHR indicated that it did not have competency to decide whether the preservation of peace constituted a legitimate aim (para. 46), it proceeded to evaluate Bosnia's capacity to
promote posİtive reforms in areas of hunıan rİghts and democratization and in compliance with
the ECFIR and the Council of Europe post-accession commitments (paras. 55-6).This, however, iqplies that the responsibilities rest with the Bosnian state, despite internationa] involvement
in the process of signing the peace accords, as well as the establishment of its institutions and forms

ofgovernance.

''

'

,.

The judgement stands in accord with general international law and instruments developed
against ethnic dicrimination. However, the ECtHR remained ambiguous in its conclusion on the
legacy of this initial compromise.The majority ruling concluded that the constitutional provisions
in BiH were not intended to estab]ish ethnic domination, as was argued by the applicants, but to end
the conflict. The achievenrent of peace required measures which would secure efi^ective equaliry
between the warring parties, which came to be defined as the'constituent peoples'.
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Collective vs. the individualand cltlzenshlp
in Bosnia and Herzegovlna
The modern Bosnian state has its origins in 1943, as it became one of six constituent federal units
of the former Socialist Federal Republic ofYugoslavia (SFRY). However, it was distinct from
otherYugoslav republics, in that none of the three nrain ethnic groups (Muslims Posniaks),
Serbs, and Croats) had a majority. Citizenship in the SFRY consisted of republican and federal
levels of citizenship. Except for BiH, repub[cs were formed around one ethnic identity. Thus,
after the dissolution of SFRY iı 7997-2, creating a unitary state in BiH was difficult.J'This
difficulry however, is not very different from the secession of other republics from the former
Yugoslavia. Externa] self-determination of BiH presupposed the realization of the collective
right to territoriality, formation ofthe classic nation-state, and internationally recognized sovereignry. Because of the pluraliry of ethnic and nationalist claims, BiH became a consociational
state, with power-sharing institutions and ethno-territorial confederalism, which reflected the
interests of the ethno-political elites among BiH's constituent peoples (Mujkic et a1.2008,p.2).
The root causes and process ofthe partitioning ofthe SFRY and the eventual cantonization of

BiH

discussed elsewhere,l2The dissolution of the SFRY was aided by rwo
internal self-determination expressed through elections, and secondly, the international conımunity's recognition of the newly declared preferences for external self:determination
of each repubüc along ethnic-nationüst lines. The internal right to self-determination is here
defined as the ability of peoples to participate fully within üe overall national polity.This includes
full participation within the legal system and, in general, having full political, cultural, and civi]
rights. Exernal self-determination is the collective right of peoples to sovereignty and international
have been

extensivğ

processe§: first the

recognition of that people.

As Crawford (2007) argues, the emergence of many new states represents one of the major
political developments of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Whİe it has changed the
character ofinternationa] law and the practice ofinternational organizations, it has been one of
the more important sources of international conflict (ibid., p. 4). But significant for the formation
of citizenship in those newly found states is the fact that this development did not entail that it
be regulated by some universal norms of international law in general and human righs law in
particular. For example, the argument that the formatİon of a new state İs a'matter of fact and
not of law', that is, the theory that statehood is legal independendy of recognition, emphasizes
the criterion of effectiveness, not legitimacy.13 However, the constitutive theory claiming that the
rights and duties pertaining to statehood derive from recognition by other states similağ relies
on discretionary decision-making, which implies the absence of some specific regulation or'right
to statehood'. Both assume primacy of politics over a legal principle. Crawford further points out
that the constitutive theory incorrectly identifies state formation with diplomatic recognition and
consequendy'fails to consider the possibility that identification of new subjecs may be achieved
in accordance with general rules or principles raüer than on an ad hoc, discretionary basis'
(ibid., p.5).And more importantly, where do we find the situations of'fact'and where'law'?
The polirical background of state formation'in fact'has implications not,onl;, for the legitimacy of its edstence within the international community, but also for the legitİrnacy of its institutions. In the case of BiH, the post-war institutions were formed in a political climate which
centred on the necessity of ending a war and ensuring regional peace and stability. Fundamentally,
the question then is whether there is an identifiable,coherent,or complete system of law at the
international level which could be relevant in such situations, and the scope and content of
principles which provide human righs protection for individuals. Crawford, for instance, insists
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that there is a forıııally conıplete systeııı of law especially with respect to tlıe use of force and
nationaliry which are fields closely related to the existence and legitinıacy ofstates (2007,p.6).
The internationa] conrnruniry recognized clainrs to secession froııı the SFRY ofeach fornrer
republic. Howeveç the enıergent states did not adopt civic denıocracy; rather, the elections

confirnred the conflict between, on one hand, the citizens'civic or republican identiry and, on
the other, ethnic belonginçThe reasons for this are rooted in the politics of the inter-republican
and inter-ethnic quarrels after the dissolution of the League of Conımunists ofYugoslavia at its
14th Congress inJanuary 1990.1] Each republic organized separately their 6rst free denıocratic
elections, which saw the energence of ethnic-nationalist parties.Two political identities - ethnic
and civic - could now be reconciled only if a citizen resided in his or her own ethnic republic and therefore belonged to its ethnic nrajority (e.g. Serbia and Croatia). However, this was
not the case in BiH because of its nrulti-ethnic coıırposition.After the dissolution of the SFRY
the considerable nunıber of individuals who lived outside the new nation-states defined by their
ethnic groups were now living inside republics to which they had historically belonged civically,
as republican citizens and citizens of the SFRY. The attenıpt to create hon-ıogenous territories during rhe 1992-5 war included 'ethnic cleansing', as well as other gross and systematic
human rights violations such as genocide.The ethno-national conception of citizenship finally
prevailed and fuelled violent conflicts over the redefinition of nationa] borders within which
the ethno-national states were to be formed on the basis of the absolute nıajorities of the core
ethno-national groups.
In BiH, equating ethnicity with nationa]iry and nationality with sovereignty resulted in what
Asim Mujkic has referred as an 'Ethnopolis', a state where '[under] the cover of the legitinracy conGrred by free and fair elections, citizens as individuals are stripped of any political
power'(2007, p. 116).The recogrıized comnıunities in BiH presuppose a pre-political bond of
ethnicity and religion anong a category of people. A 'people' is defined in ternıs of is blood
origin, its heritage, and its traditions, or as an inıagined conınıunity ofnıenıbership and affiliations
(Fichte, 1922;Anderson,2006). Ethnopolitics, at least in the case of BiH, is a political set-up in
which a person's citizenship is predeternrined by his or her kinship and belonging to a group of
imagined comnon origin. Mujkic relates ethnopolitics to a rrısjs and a pernunent condition of a
threat; in other words, a constant appeal to the existential danger faced by the particular ethnic
group (2007, p. 1 1 9).

lnternational community and the definition
of citizenship in BiH
In evaluating the nature of Bosnian citizenship it is significant to consider the influence of
the international conınıuniry. The Bosnian Constitution enıerged as part of the Dayton Peace
Accords without the approval of the donrestic legislature. It went into effect upon signature of
the GFAR by the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina; the Republic of Croatia and the Federal
Republic ofYugoslavia.The signature of the peace agreenents was witnessed by the Presidents
or Prinıe Ministers of the United States, the Russian Feileıaçion, the Federal Republic of
Gernıany, the United Kingdoııı, France, and by the European Union (EU) Specid Negotiacor.
Significantly, in his dissenting opinion in Sejılic anıl Fiııci,Judge Giovanni Bonello denonstfated
a partİcular approach to BiH as a location where exceptional nıeasures are necessary to keep the
country together.Thejudge condenrned the court's ruling and pointed out the dangers ofchallenging the statu§ quo:'I do not identifo with this. I cannot endorse a Court that sows ideals and
harvests massacre'.'W'hat prompted such a conclusion was his concern that the ECIHR decision
presented'a clear and present danger of destabilizing the narional eqt,ilibriunı' (para.56).What the
460
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fbcts'of the case reveal, however, is the anrbiguity not only in what con§titutes a'national equilibriunı', but also in what we can expect fron supranational human rights reginıes in relation to
other global, regional, and local priorities.
Judge Bonellot position can be explained by the international conınrunity's foreign policy,
whiclı, fronı the onset of the crisis in the SFRY advocated preserving a vague conception of
'stabiliry' or'peace' rather than an insistence on denıocratization and hunran rights. In short,
the BiH becanıe what Amin Maalouf has described as a structure where 'an individuali place in
society is dependent on his belonging to sonıe conınıuniry or another'perpetuating'a perverse
state of affairs that can only deepen division'(Maalouf 2003).Judge Bonelİo argued that in its
adjudication over the discrininatory aspects of the constitution, the ECtHR had'canonized'the
relevant ECHR rights, while discounting the values of peace and reconciliation.These values
were, 'at least' equally invaluable. What, however, are those values? In the Bosnian context,
those values include discrinıination against various nıenıbers of the Bosniaı polis, who became
defined as the 'Others' in the post-war period. While the argunrent provided in this opinion
'of
the international comnıunity which
is rather spirited, it also divulges the particular mindset
brought the DPA into being.

The Bosnian case presents us with the problem of a situation where the local-global relationship ofnornı application somehow loses its purpose because ofspecifics oflocal and global
politics. Judge Bonello asks:'Does it fall within this Court's remit to behave as the uninvited
guest in peace-keeping nrultilateral exercises and treaties that have already been signed, ratified
and executed?'The rest of his opinion refers to the architects of the Dayton PeaceAgreement
as
!
!

!

!
I

!

I

peace-devising do-gooders and the action of the

EU and of

the United States ofAmerica

as

'fathering'the Accords. He argues that human rights concerns have little place in'exceptionally
perverse situations in which the enforcenıent of hunıan rights could be the trigger for war rather

than the conveyor ofpeace'(para. 53).
The di{fering opinion of Judge Ljiljana Mijovic, however, brinş to the fore sonıe of the
nrore fundanıental questions, which were missing in the ECIHR ruling.The tripartite structure
of BiH is a result of the political compronrise achieved by the Dayton Peace Agreenrent. She
argues:'In nry opinion, the key question that required an answer in this case is whether that tripartite structure was ever justified, and whether it continues to be justified'(para.43). Moreover,

the Bosnian Constitutional Court has already addressed the nıatter of electoral discrinıination
in three separate cases.ı5 In each case the Court found that the Constitutional structure was
reasonably justified in the exceptional context of post-conflict Bosnia. At the domestic level,
the national courts have adopted a self-image of exceptionaliry because of the constitutional
constraints.

The decision that BiH was an exceptional case, which also accorded diminished §atus to
Bosnia's nıinorities, was an internationa] as well as a local decision. But this decision did not recognize Bosnian citizens as responsible subjects.The challenge in Sejdie and Finci is fornıulated in
response to a particular situation in BiH, which is exceptional not only because of the legacy of
arnred conflict, but also because ofparticular perceptions ofthe region on the part ofinternational

' ,
coııınruiry as has been nrost cleağ expressed inJudge Bonelloi dissent.
States enjoy a certain nıargin of appreciation in assessing whether and to what extent the
di{ferences in otherwise sinıilar situations justify a different treatment in law, but the ECIHR
gives the 6nal ruling in this respect.The nrargin ofappreciation contradicts the concept ofuniversal hunıan righs protection and conditions citizenship on the basis ofa form ofbelonging.
However, in the case of BiH this is not so clear, because BiH does not have the qualities of a
fully independent state with reference to €leneral criteria of international law, which define such
,.

status (Brownlie,200f}).16

BiH

is an independent state by virtı,ıe of being part of the

UN, having
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been a rotating member of the Securiry Council, and having its territoria] integrity recognized
by its neighbours. However, it remains formally under the protectorate status of the international
communİty.The ruling is thus ambiguous in relation to the role of the international community
not only during the signing of the Dayton Peace Accords, but dso in the post-conflict period.
Importandy, Annex 10 of the Dayton Peace Agreement, 'Agreement on civilian implementation of the peace', created the office of the High Representative (HiRep).AsArticle I
stipulated, the HiRep was appointed'to facilitate the Parties'own efforts and to mobi]ize and,
as appropriate, coordinate the activities ofthe organizations and agencies involved in the civilian
aspects of the peace setdement by carrying out, as entrusted by a U.N. Security Council resolution'.The Peace Implementation Council (PIC) was established for BiH in 1995 a§ an ad hoc
group of 55 countrİes and organizations,in orderto sponsor and direct the peace implementation process.The SteeringBoard of the PIC nominates and funds the position of the HiRep."
Additionally, the Security Council acts as a supreme guardian of peace and order in the country. '
The FliRep is also the final authority in interpreting the Dayton Peace Agreement on the
civilian implementation of the peace settlement (art.5). In addition, the parties to the Dayton
Peace Agreement provided that military implementation of the agreement was to be overseen by an Implementation Force (or the Stabilization Force).The Organization for Securiry
and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) was to supervise the conduct of democratic elections,
the president of the EctHR was to select three members of the constirutional court, and
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) was to appoint the Governor of the Central Bank.The
extensive internationa] involvement in the domestic affairs of BiH arguably problematizes its
political capacity to reform its institutions, including the Constitution.
The position ofBiH in the eyes ofthe international community becomes even more complicated in its post-war relationship with the EU @rljavac,2072).The process ofEuropeanization
is seen as the influence and impact of the EU on the domestic political, legal, and economic
structures of the countries aspiring to EIJ membership (Radaeilli,2004). In the aftermath of
the war, the EU implemented various prograrııme§ in relation to the states emerging out of
former SFRY which would allow them to move closer to EU membership. In 1999, BiH
and other formerYugoslav couniries entered the Stabilization and Association Process (SAP).
The main objective of the SAP has been to strengthen a democratic transition of the countries
in the region, with the implementation of substantial poütical, legal, and economic reforms.
In 2008, BiH also signed and ratified the Stabilization and Association Agreement (SAA) with
the EU and accepted amending electoral legislation regarding members of the BiH Presidency
and House of Peoples delegates to ensure frıll compliance with the ECHR and its postaccession commitments to the Council of Europe.l7 The ECIHR and the EU demanded constitutional reforms as part of the need for advancement in 'ascension' talks with the EU. The
ECIHR ruli.ng demonstrates that in theory we have established anti-discrimination provisions.
Simultaneously, those provisions depend on international and local politics and the will of states
to enforce them,

, ]

,.

Creating local identities
While individuals have a degree of capacity to act and claim their rights beyond

state borders,

citizenship and human rights protection still depend on membership of a communiry as well as
statehood. In other words, it also matters which state provides the citizenship. This influences
the eistence of the individual not orıly as member of that particular communiry but how the
individual can enter the supranational realm.The so-called'Balkan'region has been allocated
to the realm of exception rather than the norm. Hence, categories of citizenship have been
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conditioned by both local self-images and international perspectives on the region.l8 Thking
Edward Said's 'orientalist'thesis presented iı Orientalism: Westeın concEtions of the Orient (1978)
as a starting point, thİs chapter consİders the manner in which the 'Orient' or in thİs case the
'Balkans'have been imagined by the international communiry as a zone wherein the dictate§
ofinternational law have been, in some instances, interpreted arbitrarily and applied selectively.
In such a framework, the local citizenship loses its universality and becomes allocated to local
ethnic partİcularity.
Claims forwarded in Sejdic and Finci can be read as claims to recognition of human rights not
only of individuals from particular communities, but individuals who can claim them on the
basis oftheir universal citizenship. Sejdic and Finci is an appropriation ofthe external gaze towards
BiH, which prevailed during the Dayton Peace Accords.The claimants insisted on being recognized as free and equal citizens, not just as members of a particular ethniciry. Significandy, the
Bosnian case cuts through the more general debates on constitutionüsm and pluralism, because
it reminds us of the persisting differentiation between types of peoples and their capacity to fall

within the borders of the'international community'.ıe

The current Bosnian dilemma over its post-war transitional process and possible accession to
EU accenftıates the tensions in the global andlocal perceptions of the region.The relationship of BiH to the rest of the world is not that of an independent sovereign state, but a state
the

largely designed through internationally brokered peace accords, continuous foreign presence
in its governing institutions, and a constitutional crisis. The Bosnian Constitution creates new
Bosnian identities without the democratic participation ofloca] peoples. It also counters paradoically the desired transition towards the EU because its discriminatory nature institutionÜzes the
Bosnian crisis. Meanwhile, the Bosnian citizen reflects a particu]ar image of the ethnic identity of
the place: the imagined and ethnicized Bdkans. BiH then becomes a location where everyone is
different, because they presumably choose to live primarily in accordance with their respective
religions and ethnicities.

conclusion
BiH has historically been a site of overlapping identities and contemporary governing, and
legal structures would have to reflect such multiplicity without ethno-cultural domination.
However, there is no recognition of a'citizen'in BiH without an accompanying ethnic identiry. Such an identity determines the type and quality of citizenship, which constitutes a discriminatory practice and stands in direct opposition to global developments in human rights

protection and democratic citizenship.This is possible because the case of BiH has been treated
by the international community as an exception, where international peace and security had to
be prioritized over potential human rights claims. Bosnian citizenship became a position outside
the more universal concept of a political citizen unencumbered by a static position of his or her
local identity.
Individual subjects, who in the Sejdic and Finci case are two citizens of BiH, observe the
ECIHR as a body which is supposed to uphold a set of principles which they woulğ like to see
as applicable to their individual lives. This aspiration was called into question, not only by the
dissenting opinions of the ECIHR decision and the political stalemate in BiH, but by a general
perspective on their İnherent capacİtİes to live as equal cİtİzens. [n İts partİtİoned and dependent
situation, post-conflict BiH is in a situation of instability where hope for emergency provisions stunts the democratization deemed necessary to prevent any future conflict.The ECIHR
enters into the framework created by thatjudgement and attempts to apply human rights norms
regarding discrimination.
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Notes
1 General Fraınework Agreeı-ırent for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina,Dec.74,1995, Bosn. & Herz.Croat.-Yugo.,35 ILM 75 (1996).

2 Annex 4 of

the GFAP sets out the Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina,Articles IV andV of which
define the eligibility for the House of Peoples and the Presidency.
3 Sejılic dnıl Fiııci p. Bosniıı ıınd Herzegovitııı,Application nos.27996/O6 and 34836/06, Council of Europe:
European Court of Huıııan Righa, 22 Decenıber 2009. Available online at www.unhcr.org /refwor|d/
docid,/ 4b44a28a2.htınl (accessed 20 March 201 3).
4 Anghie 1996, p. 231; Orfor,d 2009, p. 981. On the relationship between citizenship and Orientalisırı
see Isin 2012b, pp.563-72. See also Isin 2012a, pp. 45M67 and Isin 2011, pp. 209-29.
5 For classic definitions of sovereignty see, Crawfond 2007; Brownlie 2008.
6 Balibar 2003.
7 The Decision of the Constitutional Court on the Constituency of Peoples, No. U 5/9I}-III. Four partial
Decisions of the Constitutional Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina in this are: Constitutional Court
Decision of 28,29 and 30January 2000 (OIEcial Gazette ofBosnia and Herzegovina,no 11100 of 17
April 2000), of lti and 19 February 2000 (Official Gazette ofBosnia and Herzegovina, no. 17100 of.
30 June 2000), of 30 June and 1 July 2000 (Official Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina no.23/00 of
14 Septenıber 2000) and of 18 and 19 August 2000 (OfEcial Gazette ofBosnia and Herzegovina, no.
36/00 of 3| December 2000).
8 DecisionAmending the Constitution of the Federation ofBosnia and Herzegovina,1/10/2002.
9 Article 14 sates:'The enjoyırıent of the rights and Geedonıs set forth in this Convention shall be secured
without discriınination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other
opinion, nationd or social origin, association with a national nıinority, property, birth or other status.'
10 Article 3 states:'The High Contracting Parties undertake to hold free elections at reasonable intervals
by secret ballot, under conditions which will ensure the free expression ofthe opinion ofthe people in
the choice of the legislature.'
11 Pellet 1992, pp. 17tl-ti5.
12 Gagnon 2004.
13 On this perspective see, Oppenheiııı 1905, p. 264.Also, Foreign Minister Eban (Israel), arguing against
a request for an advisory opinion ofthe Intetnational Court on the status ofPalestine: SCOR 340th

nıtg, 27 July 194t], 29-30.
14 Stiks 2011.
15 Case No. U-5lO4,Adıııisibiliry pan. 13 (Const. Ct. Bosn. & Herz. Mar. 31,2006); Case No. U-13/05,
Adnissibility (Const. Ct. Bosn. & Herz. May 26,2006); Case No.AP-267t]/06,Adnıissibiliry & Merits
(Const. Ct. Bosn. & Herz. Sept.29,2006).The decisiors of the Constitutional Court are available at

www.ccbh.balenglodluke/ (accessed 25 lu|y 2012).

16 Fronı a legal perspective, Ian Browrı_lie indicated that the principal corollaries of the sovereignty
and equality of states aıe: 1) a jurisdiction, pinn _fiıeie exclusive, over a territory and the perınanent
population living there; 2) a duty of non-intervention in the area of exclusive jurisdiction of other
states;and 3) the dependence ofobligations arising fron custoııxııy law and treaties on the consent of

the obligator (Brownlie 1990, p. 2tt7).
17 Docunıens and reports on Bosnia and Herzegovina's relations wiü the EU are available on the European
Coııınrission website: www.ec.europa.eu (accessed 25 ]ıly 2012)
18 Canıpbell |999, p. 395; see also Stiks 2006, pp. 4t]3-500; Stalın 2008.
19 Anghie 2004.
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